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Abstract Although global mean sea-level rise since 1900 and regional mean sea-level change since the 1960s have been accounted for in terms of the sum of contributions, the same budget closure has not been achieved for local relative sea-level change from a global network of tide gauges. To address this, we combine new estimates of stericodynamic sea-level change (SDSL; including ocean dynamics), glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), change in land ice mass and terrestrial water storage, and other local vertical land motion. We find that the observed trends over 1958–2015 at all 272 tide gauges distributed worldwide agree with the sum of contributions (within 90% confidence estimates), with similar mean trend (1.1 mm yr\(^{-1}\)) and comparable spatial variability (standard deviation of 2.0 and 1.9 mm yr\(^{-1}\) respectively). SDSL is the dominant contribution to both local observed mean trend and spatial variability, except at locations close to former ice-sheets, where GIA dominates.

Plain Language Summary Understanding the sea-level budget, which has not previously been closed at local scales from a global network of tide gauges, is important because the densely populated coastal community is vulnerable to coastal sea-level changes. The main contributions to global sea-level change are thermal expansion, ocean mass increase from the loss of mass from ice sheets, glaciers, and water mass redistribution between the land and oceans. To evaluate the local sea-level budget closure (whether the sum of these contributions equals local sea-level observations), we compare the linear trend of the sum of contributions with the sea-level observations measured by the tide gauge stations and find that the sea-level budget at all 272 tide gauge stations distributed globally are closed within the 90% confidence levels. Local sea-level trends are dominated by the changes in ocean density and circulation in response to atmospheric forcing, and at stations close to regions of past land ice mass loss during the last deglaciation, the contribution from glacial isostatic adjustment due to ongoing solid Earth deformation is also important.

1. Introduction

Sea-level rise is one of the most important indicators and consequences of anthropogenic climate change, integrating the responses of several components from the ocean, atmosphere, land, and cryosphere. Comparing the sum of contributions with the observed sea-level change, referred to as examining sea-level budget closure, is an important question because the confidence in the reliability and uncertainty of future sea-level projection depends, at least in part, on understanding and quantifying sea-level contributions during the historical period.

Since 1993, satellite altimeters have provided near-global coverage of sea-level observations, which are complemented by steric component observations from Argo floats and mass component observations from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites beginning in the 2000s. These direct observations of sea level and its steric and mass components improved our understanding on budget closure over the recent decades, for both the global mean (Cazenave et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2017; Dieng et al., 2017) and on regional scales (Royston et al., 2020). Before the satellite era, direct sea-level observations depend on sparse tide-gauge (TG) records. Various methods have been developed to reconstruct global
sea-level changes over the twentieth century based on TG records (e.g., Church & White, 2011; Dangendorf et al., 2019; Frederikse et al., 2020; Hay et al., 2015). Based on various TG-based reconstructions and updated sea-level component estimates, recent studies show improved budget closure on global mean scale since 1900 (Church, Clark, et al., 2013; Church, Monselesan, et al., 2013; Dangendorf et al., 2017, 2019; Frederikse et al., 2020; Gregory et al., 2013; Slangen et al., 2017) and regional or basin mean scale after the 1960s (Frederikse et al., 2018, 2020; Slangen et al., 2014). The regional sea-level budget can be closed in specific regions during the second half of the twentieth century, e.g., the North Sea (Frederikse et al., 2016) and the Northwest Atlantic coastline (Frederikse et al., 2017). The recent study by Dangendorf et al. (2021) indicates a regional budget closure at nine global distributed coastal regions by using a steroodynamic sea-level (SDSL) reconstruction. A few attempts have been made to evaluate the local sea-level budget at TG stations distributed globally (Frederikse et al., 2018; Meyssignac et al., 2017; Slangen et al., 2014) in terms of the linear trend. However, large budget gaps remain at individual TG stations and the spatial variability of the sum of components is smaller than in observed sea level (Frederikse et al., 2018; Slangen et al., 2014). The potential factors could be the limited understanding of vertical land motion (VLM) and SDSL on small local scales (Dangendorf et al., 2021; Frederikse et al., 2018). The budget gap also hampers the attribution of observed sea-level changes to individual processes at coastal TG locations.

In this study, we focus on closing the sea-level budget at a local rather than regional/basin-mean scale over 1958–2015 in terms of linear trend. The local scale is where sea-level impacts occur, and thus is most important for the vulnerable coastal communities, who need reliable projections to prepare adaptation plans for future sea-level rise. Here, we use new hybrid SDSL estimates based on the latest global mean thermosteric sea-level reconstructions, dynamic sea level from ocean reanalyses, and the inverse barometer effect available over the period 1958–2015. These hybrid SDSLs allow better representation of regional and local ocean dynamic process than previous studies. To close the local sea-level budget, we also add the contributions from the latest estimates (and their corresponding uncertainties) of the mass-related components, glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), and other local vertical land motion, similar to the approach of Frederikse et al. (2020). We compare the linear trend from the sum of the components with the individual TG records over 1958–2015 and identify the dominant contribution for the coastal sea-level trend in different geographic locations. Our results highlight the importance of the ocean dynamic contribution to the coastal sea-level budget closure since 1958.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Contributions to Regional Relative Sea-Level (RSL) Change

Global mean sea-level (GMSL) rise comes from ocean thermal expansion and from mass increase from changes in land ice and terrestrial water storage (TWS; Church, Clark, et al., 2013; Figure 1). Local sea-level changes can deviate substantially from GMSL rise (Church, Clark, et al., 2013). The main contributing processes are (a) regional change in ocean density and circulation in response to atmospheric forcing (referred to as SDSL; Gregory et al., 2019), (b) Earth Gravitational, Rotational and viscoelastic solid-Earth Deformational effects due to contemporary land ice mass changes and TWS changes (referred to as barystatic-GRD fingerprints; Gregory et al., 2019), and (c) GIA (i.e., ongoing GRD effects due to changes in land ice during the last deglaciation).

2.1.1. SDSL

SDSL is the sum of global mean steric (virtually due to thermosteric) sea level and regional dynamic sea level (Gregory et al., 2019). Equally, it is the sum of steric sea-level (SSL) change, due to the change in density of the local water column, and manometric sea-level change, due to its change in mass. The latter is sometimes called the “bottom pressure contribution”, which is important on continental shelves and in coastal regions (Dangendorf et al., 2021; Landerer et al., 2007). Earlier studies used the open-ocean SSL observations as a proxy for the coastal SDSL estimates (Frederikse et al., 2016, 2018; Slangen et al., 2014). However, the coastal sea-level variability cannot be captured well by the SSL changes in the nearby open ocean due to the significant variations of local ocean dynamic processes (Bingham & Hughes, 2012; Dangendorf et al., 2021; Hughes et al., 2019).
Here, we improve the SDSL contribution by explicitly solving the representation of ocean dynamics in the local sea-level budget, especially in the shallow regions. We use global mean thermosteric sea-level (GMTSL) estimates from Cheng et al. (2017), Levitus et al. (2012), and Zanna et al. (2019). We also calculate the GMTSL based on temperature and salinity reconstructions from Ishii et al. (2017). The contribution of GMTSL is estimated by the mean of these four products and the uncertainty is derived by the standard deviation (STD). We use 3 ocean reanalysis products to calculate the regional dynamic sea level, including the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) v2.2.4 (Carton & Giese, 2008), European Centre for Mediterranean-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Ocean Reanalysis System 5 (ORAS5; Zuo et al., 2019), and the German contribution of the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean project (GECCO3; Köhl, 2020). For each reanalysis, the regional dynamic sea level since 1958 is calculated from sea-surface height by uniformly subtracting its time-varying global mean. The GMSL of ocean reanalyzes datasets are not used because their solution does not conserve the ocean heat or mass, and the reanalyzes are not constrained to match the actual historical ocean heat budget (Carton et al., 2019). The ORAS5 and GECCO3 analyses assimilate satellite altimetry sea-level observations since 1993. The dynamic sea level is estimated using the mean of these 3 reanalyses and the uncertainty is given by the STD (Figure S1a in Supporting Information S1). We use sea-level pressure (SLP) data from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) since 1958 to compute the inverse barometer effect on SDSL following Stammer and Hüttemann (2008) and then add to the SDSL component so that all oceanographic parts of sea-level changes are included.

2.1.2. Barystatic-GRD Fingerprints

To model the processes associated with ongoing mass redistribution, we use the sea-level fingerprint module ISSM-SESAW (Adhikari et al., 2016) developed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to simulate the spatial pattern of barystatic-GRD RSL change. The model solves the sea-level equation (Farrell and Clark, 1976) which incorporates gravitational, rotational and elastic solid-earth deformation effects. We combine the estimates and uncertainty of ongoing mass redistribution including glaciers (Malles & Marzeion, 2020; Parkes & Marzeion, 2018), Greenland ice sheet (Kjeldsen et al., 2015; Shepherd et al., 2020), Antarctic ice sheet (Adhikari et al., 2018; Frederikse et al., 2020; Shepherd et al., 2018) and TWS following Frederikse et al. (2020). For the TWS contributions, we consider...
dam impoundment (Chao et al., 2008; Hawley et al., 2020), groundwater depletion (Döll et al., 2014; Wada et al., 2012, 2016) and the natural variability of TWS (Humphrey & Gudmundsson, 2019). All these mass redistribution inputs are from the latest observations in combination with models (details in Text S1 in Supporting Information S1).

We select all barystatic-GRD components over the same 1958–2015 period as the TG records (Figure 1a and Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1), and the dam impoundment and groundwater depletion estimates are extended to 2015 using the average rate in the last 5 years of available data following Slangen et al. (2017). The linear trend maps of individual contemporary mass contributions over 1958–2015 are depicted in Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1.

### 2.1.3. GIA RSL

GIA model simulations rely on estimates of the glaciation/deglaciation history and the viscosity structure of the earth, whose uncertainties are difficult to estimate reliably (Tamisiea, 2011). Here we adopt GIA RSL (relative to the solid Earth surface as TG observation) estimates from multiple groups, including Carron et al. (2018), Lambeck et al. (1998), Mitrovica (2003), Mitrovica et al. (2010), Peltier (2004), Peltier et al. (2015) and Tamisiea (2011). The spread in different GIA RSL products is substantially larger near the previous melting source regions (which is seen in the significantly large outliers, for example, along the north Europe coastlines where the difference between seven products could be up to 6.5 mm yr⁻¹) while the agreement is better in the far fields of previous melting source regions. Hence, at each grid point, the contribution of GIA RSL is estimated using the mean of these products after removing outliers larger than 2 inter-product STD, and the corresponding uncertainty is given by the STD after removing outliers (Figure 1e and Figure S1b in Supporting Information S1).

All contributions are summed at each ocean grid point to provide the estimate of regional RSL change (η):

\[ η = η_{SDSL} + η_{GIA} + η_{bGRD} \]  

(1)

Where \( η_{SDSL} \) is the SDSL component including the inverse barometer effect (Figure 1c), \( η_{GIA} \) denotes the GIA RSL (Figure 1e), and \( η_{bGRD} \) is the barystatic-GRD fingerprints (Figure 1d) including glaciers, ice sheets and TWS (Figures 1f–1h).

### 2.2. TG Observations

TG stations measure the RSL relative to the solid Earth surface. We use annual revised local reference (RLR) TG records from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL; Holgate et al., 2013) globally except the polar oceans (65°S to 65°N; i.e., covering about 93.6% of the global ocean). TG stations covering a recording period longer than 70% of the research period 1958–2015 (58 years) are selected. The stations with a sudden jump of more than 500 mm between two consecutive years are excluded, and stations located in the Black Sea and Hudson Bay are excluded (272 stations are available at the locations shown in Figure 1i and more detail in Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). Gaps in TG records are not filled. The information for each tide gauge is listed in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1.

### 2.3. VLM

In addition to GIA RSL (\( η_{GIA} \)) and barystatic-GRD RSL (\( η_{bGRD} \)) which are included in the sum of contributions (\( η; \text{Equation 1} \)), RSL at TG locations may be affected by other factors that cause local VLM (i.e., change in the height of the sea floor with respect to a geocentric reference frame), such as tectonic movement, sediment compaction and anthropogenic subsidence (Frederikse et al., 2018, 2019; Wöppelmann & Marcos, 2016). We follow Frederikse et al. (2019) to separate VLM (V) into three components:

\[ V = V_{GIA} + V_{bGRD} + V_o \]  

(2)

where \( V_{GIA} \) denotes the VLM in response to last deglaciation and \( V_{bGRD} \) is the VLM related to the contemporary mass redistribution between land and ocean, and \( V_o \) denotes the VLM due to other effects.

The total VLM (V) is either estimated by the nearby GPS observations or from the difference between the satellite altimeter and the TG observations followed previous studies (Frederikse et al., 2019; Kleinher-
enbrink et al., 2018; Wöppelmann & Marcos, 2016; more details in Text S2 and Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1). Estimates of $V_{GL}$ (in a geocentric reference frame) are available from four products: Caron et al. (2018), Peltier (2004), Peltier et al. (2015) and Tamisiea (2011). The mean and STD of these products are adopted as the central estimate and uncertainty of $V_{GL}$ respectively. We adopt the values and uncertainties of $b_{GRDEV}$ during 1993–2015 estimated by Frederikse et al. (2020). Thus, $oEV$ can be derived according to Equation 2. We assume the rates of $oEV$ are constant over the whole research period (1958–2015), and non-linear $oEV$ (e.g., due to changing rates of subsidence from the soil consolidation related to the city construction activities) is not considered here (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). The time series of the sum of contributions ($E_{\eta}$) are extracted at the nearest grid point to each TG record. Then the linear trend of the sum of contributions ($E_{\eta}$) are estimated by considering the same gaps as in the TG records and compared with those from the TG observations at 272 TG stations. To consider the serial correlation in the TG records, we use bootstrapping method to generate 5,000 realizations at each station based on the phase-randomized sampling procedure (Ebisuzaki, 1997; Text S3 in Supporting Information S1). For the uncertainty of the sum of contributions, we use non-parametric Monte Carlo method to generate
5,000 realizations by randomly sampling from the normal distribution with the STD of uncertainty, then we followed Church, Clark et al. (2013) to account for the uncertainty from each sea-level component (Text S3 in Supporting Information S1).

3. Results

3.1. GMSL Budget

For the GMSL, the global mean thermosteric contribution of 0.7 ± 0.2 mm yr⁻¹ (90% confidence level, 90% CL hereafter) and the glacier contribution of 0.6 ± 0.1 mm yr⁻¹ are the dominant contributions (46.7% and 40.0%), with smaller contributions from ice sheets of 0.3 ± 0.1 mm yr⁻¹ and TWS of −0.1 ± 0.1 mm yr⁻¹ (Figures 1a and 1b). The trend of the sum (1.5 ± 0.3 mm yr⁻¹) over 1958–2015 compares well with the ensemble mean trend of GMSL reconstructions (including Church & White, 2011; Dangendorf et al., 2019; Frederikse et al., 2020; Hay et al., 2015) of 1.8 ± 0.3 mm yr⁻¹ within 90% CL for the same period (Figures 1a and 1b). This finding of GMSL budget closure since 1958 is consistent with previous assessments (e.g., Church, Monseléjan, et al., 2013; Frederikse et al., 2018, 2020; Gregory et al., 2013).

Spatially, the sum of contributions indicates a positive trend in most regions during 1958–2015, with the main contributions from SDSL, glaciers and ice sheets (Figures 1c, 1f, and 1g) in response to the global warming (Church, Clark, et al., 2013; Oppenheimer et al., 2019). Although GIA RSL shows a large effect in the North America and North Europe, which is in the near field of former ice sheets (Figure 1e), the contribution of GIA RSL is small in most far fields and averages zero over the global oceans.

3.2. Sea-Level Budget at Individual TG Stations

The mean of the sum of contributions at all TG, if only the SSL rather than SDSL is used (SSL is based on vertical integral of relative density change using the gridded temperature and salinity from ocean reanalysis), is only 0.4 mm yr⁻¹, underestimating the mean of local observed sea-level trend at TG stations without other VLM correction (1.2 mm yr⁻¹) by 75% (0.9 ± 2.1 mm yr⁻¹; Figures 2a, 2e, and 2f). In contrast, if SDSL is used, the sum of contributions and the observed RSL trends are not significantly different to the observed trends (at 90% CL) at 241 of the 272 (89%) TG stations, meaning that the budget is (mostly) closed locally (Figures 2b, 2f, and 2j). The regression coefficient between simulated and observed trends at all TG locations is 0.9 (correlation coefficient of 0.7) and the difference (TG minus the sum of contributions) distribution has a much reduced mean of 0.1 mm yr⁻¹ (green vertical line in Figure 2f; or median value of 0.2 mm yr⁻¹), smaller than the median of the difference distribution (0.5 mm yr⁻¹) in Slangen et al. (2014) and the mean and median of the difference distribution of 0.4 mm yr⁻¹ in Frederikse et al. (2018) over the same period based on a slightly larger set of TG stations. The root mean square difference (RMSD) between TG observation and the sum of contributions is 2.0 mm yr⁻¹. Furthermore, our results are in good agreement with those based on recent SDSL reconstructions from Dangendorf et al. (2021) among the overlapping 80 TG stations (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). Their SDSL reconstruction method is limited by both the record length and the number of TG stations, while the SDSL estimates in this study are available on global scale and less constrained by the sparse TG stations.

A likely reason for our improved local sea-level budget closure at TG stations is that the SDSL component can represent local ocean dynamic process at TG locations (Figure 2b and Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1) better than the SSL component because the SDSL also includes the local manometric sea-level changes (redistribution of ocean mass) from ocean circulation and atmospheric forcing. That is, the sum of contributions based on SSL instead of SDSL significantly underestimated the observed trend because the local manometric sea level is not included in the shallow coastal regions (Dangendorf et al., 2021; Landerer et al., 2007). By using the SDSL component, we provide the explicit manometric sea-level estimate on local scales (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1). Previous studies (e.g., Frederikse et al., 2016, 2018) approximated the local SDSL using the mean SSL in the nearby open-ocean, which nonetheless cannot provide the coastal ocean dynamic processes on small local scales at the TG stations.

At the other 31 of the total 272 stations (e.g., along the Japanese coastline, TG ID number 6-7), the direct comparison between the trend of TG observation and sum of contributions shows obvious local discrepan-
cies (Figures 2h and 2j). This is due to the significant other VLM impact over relatively small spatial scales which is difficult to include in the sum of contributions (Figure 2c). After applying the other VLM corrections (Figure 2c) to the TG observations (Equation 3), all the 272 TG stations indicate budget closure with the sum of contributions within the 90% CL (Figures 2d, 2h, and 2k), and the RMSD between TG observations and the sum of contributions decreases from 2.0 to 1.2 mm yr

\(^{-1}\) (Figures 2f and 2h). The mean of all TG trends after other VLM correction (1.1 mm yr

\(^{-1}\)) agrees well with the sum of contributions (1.1 mm yr

\(^{-1}\)) over 1958–2015, with a comparable spatial spread (STD) of 2.0 and 1.9 mm yr

\(^{-1}\) (Figure 2h). The regression coefficient between the calculated and observed sea-level trends is 0.9 (correlation coefficient of 0.9).

### 3.3. Contributions to RSL Change at TG Stations

The major contributions to the mean observed sea-level rise at TG stations of 1.1 mm yr

\(^{-1}\) (STD of 2.0 mm yr

\(^{-1}\)) over 1958–2015 are the SDSL component of 1.0 mm yr

\(^{-1}\) (STD of 0.5 mm yr

\(^{-1}\)) and the glacier component of 0.4 mm yr

\(^{-1}\) (STD of 0.3 mm yr

\(^{-1}\)), while GIA lowered the mean trend at TG stations by −0.6 mm yr

\(^{-1}\) (STD of 1.8 mm yr

\(^{-1}\); Figures 3a–3c) is the main reason why the coastal sea level is lower than the GMSL (Figure 3f). The distribution of GIA component at TG stations is substantially skewed (Figure 3b), presenting a long tail with large negative values (<−10 mm yr

\(^{-1}\)) located in the Baltic Sea (Figure 1e). After removing this region, the mean observed trend at TG stations of 1.7 mm yr

\(^{-1}\) (STD of 1.1 mm yr

\(^{-1}\)) agrees well with the GMSL trend of 1.5 mm yr

\(^{-1}\) (STD of 0.8 mm yr

\(^{-1}\); Figure S8f in Supporting Information S1). Although the relative magnitudes of the contributions depend on the TG location, the SDSL is the dominant contribution at most TG globally (61%, or 166 out of total 272 TG stations) except the TGs located in the near field of melting source regions. The sum of contributions tends to slightly overestimate (but not significantly) the observed trends between Key West and Cape Hatteras (TG ID 162-166; Figures 2d and 2k). These local systematic residuals could be due to the large uncertainty of SDSL component here compared to the TG stations north of Cape Hatteras (Figures S1a and S7a in Supporting Information S1). The relatively higher SDSL trend at these TG stations compared with those north of Cape Hatteras may be mainly related to the recent warming of the Florida current (Domínguez et al., 2018; Ezer, 2019), in combination with changes in atmospheric conditions through the shifting winds and the inverse barometer effect (Domínguez et al., 2018). This indicates the present generation of ocean reanalysis may still not be able to capture these regional ocean dynamic process well, which require further investigation and could be improved with more oceanic observations to constrain data assimilation and higher-resolution ocean models to better represent sea level processes along continental shelves.

The observed trends are highly correlated with those from GIA component over all TG stations \((R = 0.77)\), consistent with results from Slanen et al. (2014). However, this high spatial correlation coefficient is dominated by the large negative GIA values along the Scandinavian Peninsula coastline (TG ID 224-269; Figure 2d and Figure S7a in Supporting Information S1), where the TG stations are well sampled and heavily influenced by previous deglaciation. Excluding TG stations along the Baltic Sea coastline (TG ID 224-269), SDSL becomes the dominant contribution to the spatial variability of TG observations \((R = 0.41)\), and GIA becomes the secondary important contribution \((R = 0.36)\). The spatial variability of other mass contributions is less obvious (Figures 1f–1h), although they can be large contribution at the local scale, e.g., stations along the Indian coastline (TG ID 70-71) and the west north America coasts (TG ID 121-122) are dominated by the large negative TWS component (Figure 1h; Meyssignac et al., 2017).

Comparing the interannual variability of the TG observations with the sum of contributions indicates reasonable agreement at most TG stations (Figure S9a in Supporting Information S1), with mean correlation coefficient of 0.67 (for detrended time series) over all 272 TG stations. The interannual variability is also dominated by the SDSL component, since the contemporary barystatic-GRD fingerprints mainly show variabilities on decadal and longer time scales (Figures S9b–S9f in Supporting Information S1).

### 4. Discussion and Conclusions

Understanding the contributions to local sea-level change is more challenging than for global or regional change because of the uncertainties in those processes occurring on smaller spatial scales, but it is critical for understanding impacts of local sea-level rise on coastal cities. Previous studies improved the
Figure 3. Trend (1958–2015) histograms of (a) stereodynamic sea-level change (SDSL), (b) glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), (c) glaciers, (d) ice sheets, (e) terrestrial water storage (TWS), and (f) the sum of contributions over all ocean grid points (65°S–65°N; blue), along coastline (red), at tide-gauge (TG) stations (green). The values in the upper left corner denote the mean and one standard deviation. For the global ocean, the mean value is weighted by area of each grid point, while for all coastline grid points and TG stations, the mean values are calculated by the mathematical mean. (g) The ratio of coastal trend from the sum of contributions over the global mean sea-level trend, where colored points in black circle denote the results from the TG locations.
budget closure on GMSL (Church, Monselesan, et al., 2013; Dangendorf et al., 2017; Frederikse et al., 2020; Gregory et al., 2013; Slangen et al., 2017) and regional mean scales (Dangendorf et al., 2021; Frederikse et al., 2018, 2020; Slangen et al., 2014). Here we demonstrated that we can represent the local RSL change over 1958–2015 better by using new SDSL changes (including ocean dynamics), GIA, glaciers, ice sheets, TWS, and VLM from local processes.

We found the trends of the sum of contributions agree with the individual TG observations within the 90% CL at all 272 stations after applying the local other VLM correction (Figure 2d). When the TG observations are averaged to 1° grid box, the trends from TG observations are still consistent with those from the sum of contributions at 211 grid boxes within 90% CL (Figure S10 in Supporting Information S1). The distribution of observed sea-level trends at 272 TG stations (mean of 1.1 mm yr$^{-1}$ and STD of 2.0 mm yr$^{-1}$) agrees well with the sum of contributions (mean of 1.1 mm yr$^{-1}$ and STD of 1.9 mm yr$^{-1}$), with the RMSD of 1.2 mm yr$^{-1}$ (Figure 2h). Compared with previous studies, our improved local budget closure at TG is mainly due to the new SDSL component (particularly the inclusion of the manometric component), which represents regional ocean dynamic process better than the previous studies (Frederikse et al., 2018, 2020; Slangen et al., 2014; Figure 2 and Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1).

Except along the Baltic Sea and Hudson Bay coast, where there are many stations with large GIA trends, SDSL is the main contribution to the spatial variability of observed trends at TG stations, while its global mean (i.e., global mean thermosteric sea-level rise) is the largest contribution to the GMSL trend. Apart from the Baltic Sea, the coastlines where sea-level falls are mainly the result of the barystatic-GRD fingerprint associated with the mass loss of land ice and TWS (Figures 1f–1h), e.g., along the Alaska coastline due to the melting of glaciers (Gardner et al., 2013). The trends of coastal sea level are higher than the global mean (1.5 mm yr$^{-1}$) in the subtropical western boundary of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Figure 3g). This may be related to the increasing thermosteric sea level in these regions due to the intensification and poleward shift of the western boundary currents associated with changes in the surface winds (Wu et al., 2012). The highest positive coastal trends (3 times larger than GMSL) are located along the east coastline of the North America (Figure 3g), a densely populated coastline including the New York City. The main contributions to the large coastal sea-level trends in this region are the SDSL and GIA components (Figures 1c and 1e). The RSL rise in the vicinity of New York City is also projected to have a larger trend in future than other regions (Carson et al., 2016; Church, Clark, et al., 2013; Jevrejeva et al., 2016; Oppenheimer et al., 2019), which requires urgent adaptation planning for future coastal flooding.

The consideration of local manometric sea level by using the hybrid SDSL estimate substantially explains the existing local sea-level budget gap at TG stations. Despite the progress made here, our ability to evaluate the coastal sea-level budget is still limited, by the scattered and non-uniform distribution of tide-gauge stations and inadequate simulation of local ocean dynamic processes. Furthermore, the uncertainties of local contributions are still large. For example, the contribution from the other VLM is hard to estimate from the available observations and model simulations, especially on the longer time scale. Hence, individual cities need to allow for uncertainty in devising adaptation plans, bearing in mind the locally dominant contributions to the sea-level change, which can be different from GMSL rise driven by the anthropogenic climate change. Notwithstanding the uncertainties, our study demonstrates that progress has been made in understanding the causes of historical local sea-level change by achieving better local sea-level budget closure, which improves the basis for future projections and vulnerability studies.

**Data Availability Statement**

Annual tide-gauge observations over 1958–2015 are from the PSMSL Revised Local Reference (RLR) data (Holgate et al., 2013; https://www.psmsl.org/). The ECMWF ORAS5 reanalysis (Zuo et al., 2019) from 1958 to present with horizontal resolution of 0.25° are available at http://www.ecmwf.int/en/research/climate-reanalysis/ocean-reanalysis. The Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) V2.2.4 (Carton & Giese, 2008; 0.5° resolution) are available at http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/datadoc/soda_2.2.4.php. The German contribution of the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean project (GECCO3; Köhl, 2020; ~0.1° resolution) are from http://www.cen.uni-hamburg.de/en/icdc/data/ocean/easy-init-ocean/gecco3.html. The sea-level pressure data from the NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) over 1958–2018 is available at
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